Application of hybrid approach based on empirical and physiological concept for predicting pharmacokinetics in humans--usefulness of exponent on prospective evaluation of predictability.
We developed a hybrid method for predicting plasma concentration-time curves in humans by integrating species differences in in vitro intrinsic clearance (CL(int)) into the Dedrick approach based on the allometry concept. With prediction of clearance (CL) by allometric scaling, taking in vitro CL(int) into consideration improved the accuracy and reduced the average fold error from 2.72 to 1.99. With the hybrid approach of applying the same concept to the Dedrick approach, the predictability of plasma concentration profiles was compared with the results of the conventional Dedrick approach and the physiologically based pharmacokinetic model using 15 compounds with widely ranging physicochemical and pharmacokinetic profiles. The hybrid approach showed the highest predictability among the examined methods. For CL and the apparent volume of distribution at the steady state (V(ss)), the relationship between the exponent of allometric equation and fold error was also evaluated with the hybrid approach. The relationship appeared to be a horseshoe curve. Six compounds with exponents ranging from 0.7 to 1.1 for both CL and V(ss) [antipyrine, caffeine, epiroprim, propafenone, theophylline, and verapamil] displayed higher predictability. Three compounds with an exponent ranging from 0.7 to 1.1 for CL showed better predictability for CL, and the other four compounds appeared to display similar relationship between the exponent and predictability for V(ss). These findings indicated that the exponent becomes a preliminary index to speculate on predictability. Combination of the hybrid approach and exponent allows us to prospectively draw human plasma concentration-time curves, with the implication of possible prediction accuracy prior to clinical studies.